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Abstract. In the MINIMAL PERMUTATION COMPLETION problem, one is given an arbitrary graph G = (V,E)8 8

and the aim is to find a permutation super-graph H = (V, F ) defined on the same vertex set and such that F ⊇ E9 9

is inclusion-minimal among all possibilites. The graph H is then called a minimal permutation completion of G.10 10

We provide an O(n2) incremental algorithm computing such a minimal permutation completion. To the best of our11 11

knowledge, this result leads to the first polynomial algorithm for this problem.12 12

1 Introduction13 13

In graph modification problems, we are given an arbitrary input graph and the goal is to transform it into a graph14 14

satisfying some property Π using a small number of modifications. Typically, modifications consist in adding and/or15 15

removing edges and/or vertices. Here we restrict to the case where we are only allowed to add edges to the input graph16 16

G = (V,E), transforming it into a super-graph H = (V, F ) that belongs to some target class of graphs. Probably the17 17

most famous problem of this kind is MINIMUM FILL-IN, where the goal is to add as few edges as possible in order to18 18

obtain a chordal graphH . A graph is chordal if it has no induced cycles with four or more vertices. The problem being19 19

NP-hard [18], it triggered the attention to a simpler one, where we are only required to compute an inclusion-minimal20 20

chordal supergraph H of G. Such a graph is called a minimal triangulation of G, and the MINIMAL TRIANGULATION21 21

problem has been known to be polynomial since 1976 [15, 17]. The problem can be solved in O(nm) time [17], and22 22

when the graph is dense the current best algorithm is the one of Heggernes et al. [8]. A detailed survey on this problem23 23

is provided in [6]. Minimal completions into other graph classes have been intensively studied. There are polynomial24 24

algorithms computing minimal completions into interval graphs [5, 14], proper interval graphs [16], split graphs [9],25 25

cographs [10] and comparability graphs [7]. Note that the minimum versions of these problems are NP-complete (see26 26

e.g. the thesis of Mancini [11] for further discussion and references).27 27

28 28

In this paper we consider the MINIMAL PERMUTATION COMPLETION problem. A graph is a permutation graph if we29 29

can assign to each vertex a segment having an endpoint on a “top” line and the other on a parallel “bottom” line, such30 30

that two vertices are adjacent if and only if the two corresponding segments intersect. Such a representation is called31 31

a permutation model of the graph. We give an O(n2) time algorithm computing a minimal permutation completion32 32

of an arbitrary graph. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first polynomial algorithm for the problem. Let us33 33

point out that computing a permutation completion with a minimum number of edges is NP-hard [2]. Our result is34 34

based on a vertex-incremental approach, also used for other types of completions. More specifically, we take the35 35

vertices of the input graph one by one in an arbitrary order, and at each step we add the new vertex xi to the previously36 36

computed minimal permutation completionHi−1. The new minimal permutation completionHi is obtained by adding37 37

only edges between xi and the rest of the graph. Very informally, if we are given a permutation model of Hi−1, we38 38

need to insert segment xi in a minimal way. In Section 3 we consider the case when Hi−1 has a unique permutation39 39

model and we provide an O(n) time computation of such an insertion position. Somehow surprisingly, even this task40 40

is non-trivial (the similar algorithm is very simple in the case of minimal interval completions [5]). Then we need to41 41

take into account the fact that Hi−1 may have many different models (Section 4) . Fortunately they are all encoded42 42

in its modular decomposition. Eventually, we compute the modular decomposition of the new completion Hi. This is43 43

done thanks to the algorithm of Crespelle and Paul [3], which incrementally maintains the modular decomposition of44 44

permutation graphs.45 45

? A preliminary extended abstract of this paper appeared as [4] in the Proceedings of WG 2015.
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2 Preliminaries46 46

Every graph G = (V,E) considered here will be finite, undirected, loopless and without multiple edges. We denote47 47

V (G) the set of vertices of G and n = |V (G)|. The edge between vertices x and y will arbitrarily be denoted either48 48

xy or yx, and the neighbourhood of a vertex x ∈ V is denoted N(x). For a subset S ⊆ V of vertices, we denote by49 49

NG(S) =
⋃
x∈S N(x) \S its neighbourhood, and by G[S] the subgraph of G induced by S, i.e. G[S] = (S,ES) with50 50

ES = {xy ∈ E : x ∈ S and y ∈ S}.51 51

Permutation model. A graph G = (V,E) is a permutation graph if and only if it admits a permutation model52 52

(π1, π2), i.e., two one-to-one mappings π1, π2 : V → {1, . . . , n} such that two vertices x and y are adjacent in G if53 53

and only if (π1(x) − π1(y))(π2(x) − π2(y)) < 0. An equivalent geometric definition of a permutation model for G54 54

is to associate to each vertex x a segment having one endpoint on a top line and the other on a parallel bottom line, all55 55

endpoints being pairwise distinct. In such a model two vertices x and y are adjacent if and only if their corresponding56 56

segments intersect. The correspondence between these two definitions is that the order in which the endpoints appear57 57

on the top (resp. bottom) line of the permutation model is the order defined by mapping π1 (resp. π2). We equally use58 58

these two visions in the rest of the article, depending on which one is more convenient for our purpose. Note that a59 59

permutation model can be encoded by storing mappings π1 and π2 as arrays, which uses O(n) space under the usual60 60

assumption that integers smaller than n are stored in constant space. Then, the condition for x and y to be adjacent can61 61

be tested in O(1) time by two comparisons of integers.62 62

Permutation completion. Let G = (V,E) be an arbitrary graph. A permutation completion of G is a permutation63 63

graph H = (V, F ), on the same vertex set, such that E ⊆ F . If, moreover, set F is inclusion-minimal under these64 64

constraints, we say thatH is a minimal permutation completion ofG. In this paper we only deal with permutation com-65 65

pletions. Hence, we will sometimes omit the term “permutation” and simply refer to them as (minimal) completions.66 66

Note that every graph G has a permutation completion: one can simply add all the missing edges to G and observe67 67

that the complete graph is a permutation graph. Permutation graphs are also hereditary, i.e. an induced subgraph of a68 68

permutation graph is also a permutation graph.69 69

70 70

Our approach for computing a minimal completion of an arbitrary graph G is incremental. More precisely, we take71 71

the vertices of G one by one in an arbitrary order (x1, . . . , xn), and at step i we compute a minimal completion Hi of72 72

Gi = G[{x1, . . . , xi}] from a minimal completion Hi−1 of Gi−1. Notice that H0 is an empty graph and that Hn will73 73

turn out to be a permutation completion of Gn = G. This is done by adding edges incident to xi only. This is possible74 74

thanks to the following observation that is general to all hereditary graph classes that are also stable by addition of a75 75

universal vertex, including permutation graphs.76 76

Lemma 1 (see e.g. [14]). LetG be an arbitrary graph and letH be a minimal permutation completion ofG. Consider77 77

a new graph G′ = G+ x obtained by adding to G a new vertex x adjacent to an arbitrary set N(x) of vertices of G.78 78

There is a minimal permutation completion H ′ of G′ such that H ′ − x = H .79 79

Filling vertices. Following notations of Lemma 1, for any subset W ⊆ V (G) of vertices, we say that we fill W in H ′80 80

if we make all the vertices of W \N(x) adjacent to x in the completion H ′ of G+ x.81 81

Modular decomposition. We now give some known definitions and results on modular decomposition (see [12, 13]82 82

for surveys). A module of a graph G = (V,E) is a subset of vertices M ⊆ V such that for any vertex y /∈ M , the set83 83

M is either contained in the neighbourhood of y or M does not intersect the neighbourhood of y. Note that V and the84 84

singletons {y}, y ∈ V are modules, namely the trivial modules. A graph is prime if it contains only trivial modules.85 85

Let P = {M1, . . . ,Mp} be a partition of V into modules of G. We denote by G/P the quotient graph obtained by86 86

shrinking each module Mi into a unique vertex ai. Formally, G/P has vertex set {a1, . . . , ap}, and two vertices ai87 87

and aj are adjacent in G/P if and only if there are two vertices bi ∈ Mi and bj ∈ Mj adjacent in G. The modular88 88

decomposition tree T (or simply modular decomposition) of a graph G = (V,E) is recursively defined as follows. If89 89
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G has a unique vertex {y}, then T has a unique vertex (a leaf) labelled y. Let P = {M1, . . . ,Mp} be a partition of V90 90

into modules, defined as follows:91 91

1. If G is not connected, then each Mi is the vertex set of a connected component of G.92 92

2. If G is connected but its complement G is not connected, then each Mi is the vertex set of a connected component93 93

of G.94 94

3. Otherwise, P is the unique partition of V into maximal modules strictly contained in V .95 95

The root r of T is labelled parallel in the first case, series in the second case and prime in the third case. A node96 96

u of the modular decomposition tree has k children v1, . . . , vk, each vi being the root of the modular decomposition97 97

tree of G[Mi]. We also associate to node u the quotient graph Pu = G[∪16i6kMi]/P;for simplicity, we consider that98 98

the vertex set of Pu is exactly {v1, . . . , vk}. Note that when u is a series node, graph Pu is a complete graph, when u99 99

is a parallel node graph Pu is an independent set and when u is a prime node, graph Pu is prime. Note also that Pu is100 100

always a subgraph of G. Consequently, when G is a permutation graph, so is Pu. Hence in the modular decomposition101 101

of G we also store, for each prime node u, a permutation model for the quotient graph Pu. It is well known that a102 102

prime permutation graph admits a unique permutation model up to symmetries [12] (exchanging the two orders of the103 103

model or reversing both orders).104 104

The new problem. From now on, we consider the following problem, with slightly modified notations. Let G be a105 105

permutation graph, and let G + x be the graph obtained by inserting to G a new vertex x adjacent to some set N(x)106 106

of vertices of G. Our goal is to compute a minimal permutation completion H of G + x such that H − x = G.107 107

We will solve this problem in O(n) time, where n is the number of vertices of G. As we shall see, graph G will be108 108

given together with its modular decomposition, which encodes all its possible permutation models. Our algorithm will109 109

compute the set N ′(x) ⊇ N(x) of neighbours of x in graph H , and will update this data structure for the completion110 110

H , thanks to the algorithm of [3].111 111

3 Minimal completion respecting a permutation model112 112

Definition 1 (Minimal completion respecting a permutation model). Let (π1, π2) be a permutation model of a113 113

permutation graph G and x a vertex to insert in G. A permutation completion H of G + x respects (π1, π2) if there114 114

exists a permutation model of H such that removing x from it results in (π1, π2). Moreover, if H is inclusion minimal115 115

among such completions, then H is called a minimal permutation completion respecting (π1, π2).116 116

Notice that such a completion always exists: starting from (π1, π2) and making x adjacent to every vertex of G117 117

yields a permutation completion H respecting (π1, π2). The aim of this section is to provide an O(n) time algorithm118 118

computing a minimal permutation completion respecting a given permutation model of a graph G. This does not pro-119 119

vide in general a minimal completion of G since a permutation graph may admit many different permutation models.120 120

Nevertheless, such a completion is minimal when graph G is prime (in which case it admits a unique permutation121 121

model up to symmetries — see Section 2 for definitions). This is the only case where we will use this approach in our122 122

global algorithm. However, the algorithm we design in this section is not specific to prime graphs and we present it in123 123

the general setting. In the remaining of this section, we use (π1, π2) to denote the given permutation model of graph124 124

G.125 125

3.1 Combinatorial characterisation126 126

Given a permutation graph G, a vertex x to insert in G and a permutation completion H of G+ x, we want to obtain127 127

a permutation model of H respecting (π1, π2). To that aim, we extend the definition of mappings π1 and π2, initially128 128

defined from V (G) to {1, . . . , n}, to vertex x as well, in the following way.129 129

Definition 2 (Insertion position). An insertion position of x in (π1, π2) is a couple (π1(x), π2(x)) = (i+0.5, j+0.5)130 130

for some integers i, j ∈ {0, . . . , n}.131 131
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Observe that a necessary and sufficient condition for insertion position (π1(x), π2(x)) to give a permutation com-132 132

pletion of G + x is that {z ∈ N(x) | π1(z) < π1(x)} = {t ∈ N(x) | π2(t) > π2(x)}. We now characterise all such133 133

insertion positions of x by a family of slots (Ij , Jj), i.e. couples of intervals such that a position Pos = (p1, p2) can134 134

be assigned to x in order to obtain a completion ofG+x if and only if (p1, p2) is contained in one of the slots (Ij , Jj).135 135

Moreover, the intervals Ij (resp. Jj) will be pairwise disjoint. To this purpose, we adopt the following notations, see136 136

their illustration on Figure 1.137 137

a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 a7

b3 b1b2b4b5b6b7

z1 z2

J11J’J2J’2J3J’3Jk

insJ

I1 I2 IkI’1 I’2 I’3I3

Iins

J

I

y

Fig. 1. Illustration of the valid insertion slots (Ii, Ji).

Let l = |N(x)|, a1, a2, . . . , al denote the neighbours of x in increasing order in π1, i.e. π1(a1) < π1(a2) < · · · <138 138

π1(al), and b1, b2, . . . , bl denote the neighbours of x in decreasing order in π2, i.e. π2(bl) < · · · < π2(b2) < π2(b1).139 139

For 1 ≤ i ≤ l−1, we also denote Ai = {a1, . . . , ai} and Bi = {b1, . . . , bi}. We define V alid = {i ∈ {1, . . . , l−1} |140 140

Ai = Bi}. Let k = |V alid| + 2 and v2, v3, . . . , vk−1 denote the elements of V alid in increasing order. Then, for141 141

any j ∈ {2, . . . , k − 1}, let Ij = [π1(avj ), π1(avj+1)] and Jj = [π2(bvj+1), π2(bvj )] (see. Figure 1). We also denote142 142

I1 = [0, π1(a1)], J1 = [π2(b1), n+1], Ik = [π1(al), n+1] and Jk = [0, π2(bl)]. Note that the intervals Ij , 1 ≤ j ≤ k,143 143

are pairwise disjoint and numbered from left to right in π1, while the intervals Jj are pairwise disjoint and numbered144 144

from right to left in π2.145 145

146 146

In order to define a completion of G + x, an insertion position must make x adjacent to at least all the vertices147 147

of N(x). The insertion positions (π1(x), π2(x)) that define a completion H of G + x are thus exactly the insertion148 148

positions such that π1(x) ∈ Ii and π2(x) ∈ Ji for some i ∈ {1, . . . , k}. Our next goal is to choose among all slots149 149

(Ii, Ji) an insertion slot (Iins, Jins) that will provide an optimal insertion position (Definition 4). Then we prove150 150

through a sequence of lemmas that this slot contains indeed a position providing a minimal permutation completion151 151

respecting our permutation model (Lemma 2). Given an interval I , let l(I) (resp. r(I)) denote the left endpoint (resp.152 152

right endpoint) of I . For any i ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1}, we define I ′i = [r(Ii), l(Ii+1)] in π1 (see Figure 1), and I ′k = ∅.153 153

Symmetrically, we define J ′i = [r(Ji+1), l(Ji)] in π2, and J ′k = ∅. Finally, we denote Îi = Ii ∪ I ′i and Ĵi = Ji ∪ J ′i .154 154

Definition 3 (Forced, forwarding). A vertex z is forced if z ∈ N(x) or there exists i ∈ {1, . . . , k} such that π1(z) ∈155 155

I ′i and π2(z) ∈ J ′i . We say that i ∈ {1, . . . , k} is forwarding if all vertices y such that π1(y) ∈
⋃

1≤j≤i Îj and156 156

π2(y) ∈
⋃

1≤j≤i Ĵj are forced.157 157

Note that forced vertices are adjacent to x in any completion of G+ x respecting (π1, π2). It may happen that all158 158

i ∈ {1, . . . , k} are forwarding; in this case, x is adjacent to all the vertices of G in any completion respecting (π1, π2).159 159

Consequently, the unique minimal such completion is easily obtained by inserting x in any arbitrary slot (Ii, Ji), with160 160
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i ∈ {i, . . . , k}. In the following, we do not consider this case anymore and we assume that there exists a slot i which161 161

is not forwarding.162 162

Definition 4 (Insertion slot and vertex y). The insertion slot (Iins, Jins) is defined by ins = min{i ∈ {1, . . . , k} |163 163

i is not forwarding}. Moreover, we denote by y a non-forced vertex that makes ins not forwarding.164 164

In the remaining of this section, y will be used to denote a non-forced vertex that makes ins not forwarding. By165 165

the previous observations, the insertion slot ins and the vertex y are well defined. Observe that, by minimality of ins,166 166

we either have π1(y) ∈ Îins and π2(y) ∈
⋃

1≤j≤ins Ĵj , or π2(y) ∈ Ĵins and π1(y) ∈
⋃

1≤j≤ins Îj .167 167

We make some straightforward yet crucial observations about the slot (Iins, Jins), that will allow us to prove that one168 168

can find a minimal completion by inserting x in this slot.169 169

Observation 1 There is a completion obtained by inserting x in the slot (Iins, Jins) such that x is not adjacent to y.170 170

This holds exactly for insertion positions in a sub-slot (I, J) ⊆ (Iins, Jins) defined as follows. Denote I−y = [0, π1(y)],171 171

I+y = [π1(y), n+ 1], J−y = [0, π2(y)] and J+
y = [π2(y), n+ 1]. We distinguish two cases:172 172

1. if π1(y) ∈ Iins or π2(y) ∈ Jins but not both, then there exists a unique α ∈ {−,+} s.t. Iins ∩ Iαy 6= ∅ and173 173

Jins ∩ Jαy 6= ∅, and we set (I, J) = (Iins ∩ Iαy , Jins ∩ Jαy );174 174

2. otherwise, (π1(y), π2(y)) ∈ (Iins, Jins) and then there are two suitable slots (I, J) = (Iins ∩ I−y , Jins ∩ J−y )175 175

and (I, J) = (Iins ∩ I+y , Jins ∩ J+
y ).176 176

Lemma 2. Let C be a completion obtained by inserting x in the slot (Iins, Jins) such that x is non adjacent to y in the177 177

completion, and C is minimal among such completions. Then C is a minimal completion of G+x respecting (π1, π2).178 178

Proof. Observe first that such a completion C exists by Observation 1. Remind that all the completions respecting179 179

(π1, π2) are obtained by inserting x in some slot (Ii, Ji), with 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Moreover, if i > ins it is straightforward180 180

to see that the completions obtained by inserting x in (Ii, Ji) make x adjacent to y and are therefore not subgraphs of181 181

completion C.182 182

Now, let D be a completion obtained by inserting x at position (p1, p2) in (Ii, Ji) with i < ins and let us prove183 183

that D is not a proper subgraph of C. Consider the completion C ′ obtained by inserting x at position (p′1, p
′
2) =184 184

(l(Iins) + 0.5, r(Jins) − 0.5) in (Iins, Jins). We first prove that C ′ is contained in D. Assume for a contradiction185 185

that there is a vertex z adjacent to x in C ′ but not in D. Then π1(z) is between p1 and p′1 or π2(z) is between p′2186 186

and p2. We can assume w.l.o.g. that we are in the first case (the other case is symmetrical). Since z is not adjacent to187 187

x in D, we have π2(z) > p2 > r(J ′i) (recall that π1(z) > p1 > r(I ′i−1)). It follows that π1(z) (resp. π2(z)) does188 188

not belong to ∪16j6i−1 I ′i (resp. ∪i6j6k J ′i). Since l(Iins) ∈ N(x) by construction, it follows that π1(z) < l(Iins).189 189

Moreover, since i < ins we have π2(z) > r(Jins). Hence, segment z has an endpoint in
⋃
j≤ins−1 Îj and the other190 190

one in
⋃
j≤ins−1 Ĵj (see Figure 2). This implies that vertex z, which is not adjacent to x in D, is not forced. It follows191 191

from Definition 3 that vertex z makes ins− 1 non-forwarding, leading to a contradiction.192 192

We can now finish the proof that D is not a proper subgraph of C. If x is adjacent to y in C ′, then x is adjacent to193 193

y in D and clearly D is not a subgraph of C. If x is not adjacent to y in C ′, then C ′ is not a strict subgraph of C (by194 194

minimality of C), thus D, which contains C ′, is not a strict subgraph of C. �195 195

196 196

Our next goal is to compute an optimal insertion position contained in a given slot (I, J). We need the following197 197

definition.198 198

Definition 5 ((Right-maximal) left-stable insertion position). Let (I, J) be two intervals with endpoints in {0, . . . , n+199 199

1}. An insertion position Pos = (p1, p2) for x in (I, J) is left-stable if all vertices z such that l(I) < π1(z) < p1200 200

(resp. l(J) < π2(z) < p2) satisfy π2(z) < p2 (resp. π1(z) < p1).201 201

If an insertion position Pos = (p1, p2) is left-stable and there is no left-stable insertion position Pos′ = (p′1, p
′
2)202 202

strictly on its right in (I, J), i.e. different from Pos and having p′1 ≥ p1 and p′2 ≥ p2, we say that Pos is right-203 203

maximal.204 204

We now show that in any couple of intervals (I, J), there exists a unique right-maximal left-stable position, called205 205

the rightmost left-stable insertion position.206 206
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π1

π2

Ii I ′i Iins I ′ins

J ′
ins Jins J ′

i Ji

p1

p2

C’ D

p′1

p′2

︸ ︷︷ ︸⋃
1≤j≤ins−1

Ĵj

⋃
1≤j≤ins−1

Îj︷ ︸︸ ︷

z

Fig. 2. Representation of the completions D and C′ and of the respective position of the segments of x and z in such completions.

Lemma 3 (Rightmost left-stable insertion position). Given a couple of intervals (I, J), there exists a unique right207 207

maximal left-stable insertion position Pos in (I, J), called the rightmost left-stable insertion position.208 208

Proof. First, note that insertion position (p1, p2) = (l(I) + 0.5, l(J) + 0.5) is left-stable. Now consider two left-stable209 209

insertion positions Pos = (p1, p2) and Pos′ = (p′1, p
′
2) of (I, J) such that the segments defined by Pos and Pos′ are210 210

crossing. Assume w.l.o.g. that p′1 < p1 in π1 and p2 < p′2 in π2. We show that the insertion position Pos′′ = (p1, p
′
2),211 211

which is strictly on the right of both Pos and Pos′ is left-stable too. Indeed, since Pos is left-stable, any vertex z such212 212

that π1(z) < p1 satisfies π2(z) < p2 and then π2(z) < p′2. Similarly, since Pos′ is left-stable, any vertex z such that213 213

π2(z) < p′2 satisfies π1(z) < p′1 and then π1(z) < p1. This achieves to show that Pos′′ is left-stable. Consequently,214 214

two right-maximal left-stable insertion positions cannot cross each other and it follows that there is one unique such215 215

insertion position in (I, J). �216 216

217 217

Lemma 4. Let Pos = (p1, p2) be the rightmost left-stable insertion position in (I, J) ⊆ (Iins, Jins) (Observa-218 218

tion 1).The completion obtained by inserting x at position Pos is minimal among completions obtained by insertion219 219

of x in (I, J).220 220

Proof. Let us start by two basic properties of Pos. Let z be the vertex immediately on the right of p1 in π1. If221 221

z 6= r(Iins) then π2(z) > p2, since otherwise incrementing p1 to place it just after z in π1 would give a left-stable222 222

insertion position strictly on the right of Pos, contradicting the right-maximality of Pos. Similarly, the vertex z im-223 223

mediately on the right of p2 in π2 satisfies either z = r(Jins) or π1(z) > p1. Since Pos is left-stable, we also have224 224

that the vertex z immediately on the left of p1 in π1 satisfies either z = l(Iins) or π2(z) < p2. Similarly, the vertex z225 225

immediately on the left of p2 in π2 satisfies either z = l(Jins) or π1(z) < p1.226 226

Let us show that the completion obtained from Pos is minimal among the completions obtained from insertion po-227 227

sitions in (I, J). First, let Pos′ be an insertion position in (I, J) such that segment Pos′ crosses the one of Pos. If228 228

p′1 < p1, then, since Pos is left-stable and since Pos′ crosses Pos, the vertex z which is immediately on the left of p1229 229

in π1 is not adjacent to x w.r.t. Pos, while it is w.r.t. Pos′. Thus the completion defined by Pos′ is not included in the230 230

one defined by Pos. The same arguments hold if p′2 < p2.231 231

Let now Pos′ be an insertion position strictly on the left of Pos. Assume there exists one vertex z adjacent to x232 232

w.r.t. Pos which is not adjacent to x w.r.t. Pos′. Then, z is between Pos and Pos′ in one of π1 or π2, and on the233 233

right of Pos in the other order. This violates the left-stability of Pos— a contradiction. Thus, the completion obtained234 234

by inserting x in Pos′ is not properly included in the one where x is inserted in Pos. Let now Pos′ be an insertion235 235

position strictly on the right of Pos. Assume that the completion obtained by inserting x at position Pos′ is included236 236

in the one where x is inserted at position Pos. Then, all vertices between Pos and Pos′ in π1 or in π2 must be on the237 237

left of Pos′ in the other order, since otherwise their segments would cross Pos′ and not Pos. Thus, Pos′ is left-stable,238 238

which contradicts the right-maximality of Pos.239 239
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To conclude, by inserting x at position Pos we obtain a permutation completion of G+ x that is minimal among240 240

completions obtained by insertion of x in the slot (I, J). �241 241

242 242

Assume there are two possible couples of subintervals of (Iins, Jins) where x can be inserted without becoming243 243

adjacent to vertex y (see the second case of Observation 1). Lemma 5 below allows to choose one of these two244 244

possibilities such that the resulting completion is minimal.245 245

Lemma 5. Let (Il, Jl) and (Ir, Jr) be two pairs of intervals such that Il is on the left of Ir and Jl is on the left of Jr.246 246

Let Posl (resp. Posr) be the rightmost left-stable insertion position in (Il, Jl) (resp. (Ir, Jr)). Let Cl (resp. Cr) be the247 247

completion obtained by inserting x in position Posl (resp. Posr).248 248

If Cr is a subgraph of Cl, then Cr is a minimal completion among all completions obtained by inserting x in one249 249

of the slots (Il, Jl) or (Ir, Jr). Otherwise, Cl is minimal among all such completions.250 250

Proof. By Lemma 4, Cl (resp. Cr) is minimal among all completions obtained by inserting x in the slot (Il, Jl) (resp.251 251

(Ir, Jr)). Therefore, if Cr is a subgraph of Cl, then Cr is minimal among all completions obtained by inserting x252 252

in one of the slots (Il, Jl) or (Ir, Jr). By symmetry, if Cl is a subgraph of Cr, then Cl is minimal among all such253 253

completions.254 254

It remains to consider the case when Cl and Cr are incomparable w.r.t. the subgraph relation. In this case, one255 255

needs to show that Cl is minimal among the desired completions. By contradiction, assume there is a completion C256 256

strictly contained in Cl, obtained by inserting x at some position Pos contained in the slot (Il, Jl) or (Ir, Jr). Recall257 257

that Pos cannot be contained in (Il, Jl) since Posl is rightmost left-stable for the couple of intervals (Il, Jl). Hence258 258

Pos is in the slot (Ir, Jr). We will show that in this case Cr is a subgraph of C, contradicting the fact that Cr and Cl259 259

are incomparable.260 260

First, we show that Pos = (p1, p2) is left-stable. Indeed, all vertices z such that l(Ir) < π1(z) < p1 satisfy261 261

π2(z) < p2, since otherwise they would be adjacent to x w.r.t. Pos (in C) and not w.r.t. Posl (in Cl). For the same262 262

reason, all vertices z such that l(Jr) < π2(z) < p2 satisfy π1(z) < p1. This shows that Pos is left-stable. Since Posr263 263

is rightmost left-stable either Pos = Posr or Posr is strictly on the right of Pos. In the first case, C and Cr are the264 264

same completions and thus the contradiction immediately follows. We now consider the second case.265 265

Suppose for contradiction that there exists a vertex z adjacent to x in Cr but not in C,q and let Posr = (p′1, p
′
2).266 266

We have either p1 < π1(z) < p′1 and p′2 < π2(z), or p2 < π2(z) < p′2 and p′1 < π1(z). In both cases, this contradicts267 267

the left-stability of Posr. Thus, all vertices adjacent to x in Cr are also adjacent to x in C. Hence Cr is a subgraph of268 268

C, which is a subgraph of Cl—a contradiction. �269 269

270 270

3.2 The algorithm271 271

The aim of this section is to provide an algorithm that given a permutation graph G with model (π1, π2) and a vertex272 272

x to insert in G computes a minimal permutation completion H of G + x respecting (π1, π2) in O(n) time. Such an273 273

algorithm will moreover return a permutation model of H . Our algorithm is in two steps.274 274

First step. The algorithm first determines the insertion slot (Iins, Jins). To that purpose we first compute the slots275 275

(Ii, Ji) defined above in O(n) time [3]. Then, by increasing i, we scan the vertices having one endpoint in the slot276 276

(Ii, Ji) until we find a non-forced vertex y, which can be tested in O(1) time. We then have ins = i and a suitable277 277

vertex y as in Definition 4. This takes O(n) time.278 278

Second step. The algorithm then inserts x in (Iins, Jins). By Observation 1, either there is a unique slot (I, J) that279 279

contains the optimal insertion position, or there are two possible slots (Il, Jl) and (Ir, Jr) such that the second one is280 280

on the right. In the first case, we find (Algorithm 1) the rightmost left-stable insertion position in (I, J), which is mini-281 281

mal among the completions respecting the permutation model (π1, π2) (Lemma 4). In the second case, we compute the282 282

rightmost left-stable insertion positions Posl and Posr in each of the slots (Il, Jl) and (Ir, Jr). If the completion Cr283 283

obtained from Posr is included in the completion Cl obtained from Posl, then the algorithm returns the completion284 284
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C = Cr; otherwise the algorithm returns the completion C = Cl. Lemma 5 ensures that the completion C chosen in285 285

this way is minimal among the completions respecting (π1, π2). Note that the inclusion of Cr into Cl can be tested286 286

in O(n) time: while scanning one order of the permutation model, one simply needs to check for each encountered287 287

vertex z that if segment z crosses the segment defined by Posr, then segment z also crosses the segment defined by288 288

Posl.289 289

290 290

To conclude this section, we show how to compute the rightmost left-stable insertion position in a slot (I, J) in291 291

O(n) time. This is done by Algorithm 1, whose correctness and time complexity is formally stated and proved by292 292

Lemma 6 below.293 293

Algorithm 1: Rightmost(I,J): Computing the rightmost left-stable insertion position Pos in a pair (I, J) of
intervals of (π1, π2).

Input: The permutation model (π1, π2) of G and a pair (I, J) of its intervals
Output: The righmost left-stable insertion position Pos in (I, J)

1 p1 ← l(I) + 0.5;
2 p2 ← l(J) + 0.5;
3 Denote Pos = (p1, p2) and let f(p1) (resp. f(p2)) be the vertex immediately on the right of p1 in π1 (resp. of p2 in π2);
4 old1 ← p1 − 1;
5 old2 ← p2 − 1;
6 while (p1, p2) 6= (old1, old2) do
7 while f(p1) 6= r(I) and π2(f(p1)) < p2 do
8 p1 ← p1 + 1

9 while f(p2) 6= r(J) and π1(f(p2)) < p1 do
10 p2 ← p2 + 1

11 (old1, old2)← (p1, p2);
12 (q1, q2)← (p1 + 1, p2 + 1);
13 while (p1, p2) ∈ (I, J) and (p1, p2) 6= (q1, q2) do
14 q′2 ← max{π2(z)| p1 < π1(z) < q1}+ 0.5;
15 q′2 ← max{q′2, q2};
16 q′1 ← max{π1(z)| p2 < π2(z) < q2}+ 0.5;
17 q′1 ← max{q′1, q1};
18 (p1, p2)← (q1, q2);
19 (q1, q2)← (q′1, q

′
2);

20 if (p1, p2) 6∈ (I, J) then
21 (p1, p2)← (old1, old2)

22 Return Pos = (p1, p2);

Lemma 6. Given a permutation model (π1, π2) of a permutation graph G and a pair (I, J) of intervals of (π1, π2),294 294

Algorithm 1 correctly outputs the rightmost left-stable insertion position Pos in (I, J) and runs in O(n) time.295 295

Proof. For the running time, first note that p1 and p2 can only increase during the algorithm, except at Line 21 where296 296

they are reset to their previous values. But in this case, the algorithm immediately stops as the next test of the condition297 297

of the main loop fails (Line 6). The two loops of Lines 7 and 9 only shift p1 and p2 to the right, in constant time. So298 298

their total execution time along the algorithm isO(n). The inner loop of Line 13 sweeps through π1 and π2 from left to299 299

right. Because p1 and p2 only increase, the intervals of (π1, π2) parsed during each execution of this loop are pairwise300 300

disjoint. Then, the total running time devoted to the execution of this loop during the whole algorithm is O(n) and so301 301

is the total complexity of Algorithm 1.302 302

303 303
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We now prove the correctness. An invariant of our main loop is that position Pos = (p1, p2) is always left-stable.304 304

This is clear at the initialization (Line 1) and the left-stability is preserved during the two loops of Lines 7 and 9.305 305

Suppose that the value of Pos has been modified by the loop of Line 13. Assume for a contradiction that, at the end306 306

of this loop, there is a vertex z such that l(I) < π1(z) < p1 but π2(z) > p2 (the arguments for the symmetrical case307 307

l(J) < π2(z) < p2 and π1(z) > p1 are similar). The way (p1, p2) and (q1, q2) evolve in the loop of Line 13 ensures308 308

that, at the execution of Line 15 in some iteration of the loop, we have encountered vertex z. Moreover, at that moment309 309

q′2 has been set to a value of at least π2(z). Therefore, at the end of the loop of Line 13, we have p2 ≥ π2(z) — a310 310

contradiction. Then, at the end of Algorithm 1 Pos is left-stable.311 311

312 312

We still have to show that the returned position Pos is right-maximal among the left-stable insertion positions313 313

(Definition 5). By contradiction, assume there is another left-stable insertion position Pos∗ = (p∗1, p
∗
2) ∈ (I, J)314 314

strictly on the right of Pos. Among all such positions, we consider a leftmost one. The only reason for the algorithm315 315

to stop is that Pos is reset at Line 21 to the value it had at Line 11, that is after the execution of the two loops of316 316

Lines 7 and 9. If p∗1 = p1 then p∗2 > p2 and since Pos∗ is left-stable, the vertex z which is immediately on the right of317 317

p2 in π2 satisfies π1(z) < p1. Consequently, the loop of Line 9 should have incremented p2 once more before it stops318 318

— a contradiction. On the other hand, if p∗2 = p2 then p∗1 > p1 and since Pos∗ is left-stable, the vertex z which is319 319

immediately on the right of p1 in π1 satisfies π2(z) < p2. Moreover π2(z) cannot be in the interval between the value320 320

of p2 before the loop of Line 9 starts and the value of p2 when it ends. Indeed, all vertices z′ having one endpoint in321 321

this interval satisfy π1(z′) < p1, while π1(z) > p1. It follows that π2(z) < p2 before the loop of Line 9 starts, i.e. just322 322

after the loop of Line 7 stops. Since z = f(p1), the loop of Line 7 should have incremented p1 once more before it323 323

stops — a contradiction.324 324

Thus, in the last iteration of the main loop, at Line 12 we have p∗1 6= p1 and p∗2 6= p2? This implies that position325 325

(p∗1, p
∗
2) is also on the right of (p1 + 1, p2 + 1). As we noted before, the fact that our algorithm stopped and returned326 326

Pos at the end of this iteration of the main loop implies that Pos was reset at Line 21 with the value it had at Line 12.327 327

This means that in the execution of the loop of Line 13, the values of p1 or p2 went beyond the right bounds of I or328 328

J (Line 20). Notice that the execution of the loop of Line 13 started with (q1, q2) = (p1 + 1, p2 + 1). Since position329 329

(p∗1, p
∗
2) is left-stable, for any vertex z such that p1 < π1(z) < p∗1 (resp. such that p2 < π2(z) < p∗2) we have that330 330

π2(z) ≤ p∗2 (resp. π1(z) ≤ p∗1). Therefore, the values of q′1 and q′2, and consequently of p1 and p2, are never set to331 331

values greater than p∗1 and p∗2 respectively (Lines 15 and 17). This contradicts the fact that the values of p1, p2 went332 332

beyond the right bounds of I or J . Thus, there is no other left-stable insertion position on the right of the position Pos333 333

returned by the algorithm. This shows that position Pos is right-maximal among the left-stable insertion positions in334 334

(I, J) and concludes the correctness proof of Algorithm 1. �335 335

336 336

We are now ready to state the main result of this section. Observe that the correcteness of Theorem 1 directly337 337

follows from the correctness of Algorithm 1 and hence Lemma 6.338 338

Theorem 1. Given a permutation model (π1, π2) of a permutation graph G and a vertex x to insert in G together339 339

with its neighbourhood N(x), a minimal permutation completion H of G+ x respecting (π1, π2) can be computed in340 340

O(n) time. The output is a permutation model of H .341 341

4 General minimal completion of G + x342 342

For our general algorithm computing a minimal permutation completion of G + x, we consider the modular decom-343 343

position of G (see Section 2). For each node u of the modular decomposition tree T , we denote by V [u] the subset of344 344

vertices ofG appearing in the subtree rooted in u, and byG[u] the subgraph ofG induced by these vertices. We denote345 345

by G[u] + x the graph obtained from G[u] by adding x with neighbourhood N(x) ∩ V [u]. Our algorithm operates346 346

in a bottom-up fashion on the modular decomposition tree T of G. For each node u with children v1, . . . , vk, we347 347

determine a minimal completion of G[u] + x, thanks to the minimal completions we already computed for G[vi] + x.348 348

The algorithm ends with the computation of a minimal completion of G[r] + x = G + x, where r is the root of T .349 349

Before describing the algorithm, we first prove the combinatorial properties that will guarantee its validity. We start350 350

with some notations and definitions.351 351
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A subset W ⊆ V (G) of vertices is hit in G+ x (resp. in a completion H of G+ x) if it intersects the neighbourhood352 352

N(x) of x in G+x (resp. the neighbourhood NH(x) of x in H). If W is contained in N(x) (resp. NH(x)), W is fully353 353

hit in G+ x (resp. H). If W is hit but not fully hit, it is partially hit. A node u of the modular decomposition tree T of354 354

G is hit, fully hit or partially hit according to the status of its associated set of vertices V [u]. When we omit to precise355 355

it, the graph referred to in these notions is G + x. Observe that the set of hit nodes of T can be computed in Ø(n)356 356

time by a bottom-up parsing of T . For each node u of T , Pu = (Vu, Eu) denotes the corresponding quotient graph357 357

(see Section 2). If u is a prime node, Pu is prime, and stored together with its unique (up to symmetries) permutation358 358

model. If u is a series or parallel node, then graph Pu is a complete graph, respectively an independent set.359 359

In this section, it is more convenient to work with the geometric version of a permutation model. Each vertex is rep-360 360

resented by a segment having an extremity on the top line of the model and another one on the bottom line. By [1],361 361

any permutation model of G[u] is obtained from a model of Pu by expanding each segment corresponding to a ver-362 362

tex vi of Pu into a model of G[vi] as follows. segment vi is enlarged into a parallelogram by enlarging its top (resp.363 363

bottom) endpoint into a top (resp. bottom) edge, lying on the top (resp. bottom) line of the permutation model. These364 364

expansions are such that the top edges (resp. bottom edges) of the parallelograms are pairwise disjoint. Moreover, they365 365

appear on the top (resp. bottom) line in the same order as the endpoints of the segments. Therefore, for any pair of366 366

vertices vi and vj of Pu, the corresponding parallelograms intersect if and only if vivj is an edge of Pu. Now, for each367 367

vi (recall that vi is a child of u in the modular decomposition tree), we insert a model of G[vi] into the parallelogram368 368

of vi.369 369

4.1 Combinatorial arguments370 370

At each step of our algorithm, in order to compute a minimal completion of G[u] + x, we use the completions of371 371

G[vi] +x previously computed for each child vi of u. We also take into account the new considered node u by using a372 372

completion of Pu + x. Note however that there is no canonical definition of what the graph Pu + x is. The following373 373

definition fills this gap in a way that suits our purpose.374 374

Definition 6 (Contracted graph Pu + x). The contracted graph Pu + x is the graph obtained from Pu by adding the375 375

vertex x with neighbourhood NPu+x(x) = {vi ∈ Vu | vi is hit}.376 376

In the remaining of this section, we let Hu be a minimal permutation completion of Pu + x. In order to obtain a377 377

permutation completion of G[u] + x, we could consider each node vi adjacent to x in Hu and fill the set V [vi] (i.e.,378 378

make all vertices of V [vi] adjacent to x). It is not hard to see that this construction yields a permutation completion379 379

of G[u] + x. Indeed, take a permutation model Hmod
u of Hu, and expand for each node vj of Pu segment vj into a380 380

parallelogram (segment x remains unchanged). By inserting a model of G[vj ] into the parallelogram of vj , we obtain381 381

a model for the completion of G[u] + x. Notice that such a completion is not necessarily minimal: in the construction382 382

above we can sometimes “shift” the top and/or bottom endpoint of segment x inside a parallelogram and save some383 383

edges in the completion. This can be done by avoiding to have segment x crossing some of the segments inside this384 384

parallelogram. As we shall see, there are at most two hit children vi of u for which we do not fill V [vi]. Depending on385 385

the cases, for such a child vi we can either use any minimal permutation completion of G[vi] or one which is minimal386 386

among those satisfying an additional constraint, called external-minimal permutation completion (Definition 7 below).387 387

This is the reason why our algorithm actually computes not one but two permutation completions of G[u] +x for each388 388

node u of the modular decomposition tree: one minimal permutation completion and one external-minimal permutation389 389

completion.390 390

Definition 7 (External(-minimal) permutation completion). A permutation completion H of G + x is an external391 391

permutation completion if H has a permutation model such that the bottom endpoint of segment x is the leftmost392 392

among all bottom endpoints of segments of the model. Moreover, if H is minimal among all external completions then393 393

H is called an external-minimal permutation completion.394 394

Note that since any model can be reversed from left to right or upside-down, in the definition above we can replace395 395

“leftmost” by “rightmost” and “bottom” by “top”.396 396

The notion of representation defined below is central in the remaining of the paper. We use it to construct a minimal397 397

completion of G[u] + x from a minimal completion of Pu + x and minimal and external-minimal completions of398 398

G[vi] + x, for all children vi of u.399 399
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Definition 8 (Representation). Let Hu be a permutation completion of Pu + x. A representationR of Hu is a triplet400 400

(Hmod
u , vtop, vbot) or a couple (Hmod

u , vtop) or a single element Hmod
u such that:401 401

– Hmod
u is a permutation model of Hu, and402 402

– if R is a couple or a triplet, then vtop is a vertex of Pu adjacent to x in Hu such that the top endpoint of segment403 403

vtop is next to the top endpoint of segment x in Hmod
u .404 404

– if R is a triplet, then vbot is a vertex of Pu adjacent to x in Hu such that the bottom endpoint of segment vbot is405 405

next to the bottom endpoint of segment x in Hmod
u .406 406

Observe that a single given permutation modelHmod
u may give rise to several distinct representations. These repre-407 407

sentations can possibly be of any form, that is a triplet, a couple or a singleton. Note also that when a representation is408 408

a triplet, then vtop and vbot are not required to be distinct. Finally, observe that if there does not exist a vertex satisfying409 409

the conditions required for vtop in a permutation model Hmod
u , then Hmod

u cannot give rise to a representation that is410 410

a couple or a triplet. Nevertheless, if there exists a vertex satisfying the conditions required for vbot in Hu
mod, then the411 411

model H̆mod
u obtained by flipping the two orders of Hmod

u upside-down gives rise to a representation that is a couple.412 412

Notice moreover that two vertices vltop and vrtop can be candidates for vtop (respectively directly on the left and right413 413

of x). Since the aim is to construct a minimal completion by shifting endpoints of segment x inside the parallelograms414 414

of vtop and/or vbot, eventually saving some edges, the side chosen does not matter. Indeed, if we set vtop = vltop then415 415

segment x will intersect the parallelogram vrtop and vice-versa. It follows that none of these permutation completions416 416

can be a strict subgraph of the other.417 417

The following definition shows how to use a representation of Hu in order to get a permutation completion of418 418

G[u] + x.419 419

Definition 9 (Completion resulting from a representation). Let Hu be a permutation completion of Pu + x. Con-420 420

sider a representation R of Hu and assume that we are given, for each node vα ∈ {vtop, vbot} (if they exist), the421 421

neighbourhood N ′α (resp. Next
α ) of x in a minimal (resp. an external-minimal) permutation completion of G[vα] + x.422 422

We construct a vertex set N ′ (initially empty) as follows. For each vi ∈ Vu adjacent to x in Hu and distinct from vtop423 423

and vbot, we add V [vi] to N ′. Then, if at least one of vtop and vbot exists, we distinguish three cases:424 424

1. if vbot does not exist then we add Next
top to N ′.425 425

2. if both vtop and vbot exist and vtop = vbot, we add N ′top to N ′.426 426

3. if both vtop and vbot exist and are not equal, for each vα ∈ {vtop, vbot}, we add Next
α to N ′.427 427

The completion of G[u] + x resulting from the representation R of Hu is the one obtained from G[u] + x by filling428 428

N ′.429 429

Lemma 7 (Permutation completion resulting from a representation). Let Hu be a permutation completion of430 430

Pu + x and R a representation of Hu. The completion of G[u] + x resulting from R is a permutation completion of431 431

G[u] + x.432 432

Proof. LetH denote the completion ofG[u]+x resulting fromR. ClearlyH containsG[u]+x as subgraph, and hence433 433

we must show that H is a permutation graph. We start from the permutation model Hmod
u of Hu corresponding to our434 434

representation and construct a model for H . Initially, we expand each segment different from x into a parallelogram435 435

without changing the intersections between the geometric objects.436 436

If we are in the first two cases, we can move segment x inside the parallelogram of vtop. Observe that for all parallel-437 437

ograms distinct from the one of vtop, this does not change whether segment x intersects these parallelograms or not.438 438

Hence, in each parallelogram vi different from vtop we put the segments of a model ofG[vi]. Now in the parallelogram439 439

of vtop, we put the segments for the vertices of V [vtop] such that, together with segment x, they form a model of the440 440

completion obtained from G[vtop] + x by filling N ′top. Therefore we obtain a permutation model for H . In the third441 441

case, we move the top endpoint (resp. bottom endpoint) of segment x inside the top edge of the parallelogram vtop442 442

(resp. inside the bottom edge of the parallelogram vbot). Observe that segment x and the parallelograms still provide443 443

a permutation model for Hu. For any vi /∈ {vtop, vbot} we put in the parallelogram of vi a permutation model for444 444

G[vi]. We put the segments for the vertices of V [vtop] such that together with segment x, they provide a permuta-445 445

tion model for H[V [vtop] ∪ {x}]. Notice that although segment x has one endpoint outside the parallelogram vtop,446 446
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H[V [vtop] ∪ {x}] is an external completion of G[vtop] + x. We proceed similarily with vbot, therefore obtaining a447 447

permutation model for graph H . �448 448

449 449

Finally, we refine the notion of representation for that of an optimal representation, based on a minimal permutation450 450

completion ofPu+x. The supplementary conditions required for a representation to be optimal ensure that the resulting451 451

permutation completion is minimal (Theorem 2).452 452

Definition 10 (Representation types and optimal representation). Let Hu be a minimal permutation completion of453 453

Pu + x. For each node vi of Pu, let N ′i be the neighbourhood of x in a minimal completion of G[vi] + x, and let Next
i454 454

be the neighbourhood of x in an external-minimal completion of G[vi] + x.455 455

456 456

LetR be a representation of Hu. We say thatR is:457 457

– type-1 ifR = (Hmod
u , vtop, vbot), vtop 6= vbot, N

ext
top ( V [vtop], and N

ext
bot ( V [vbot];458 458

– type-2 ifR = (Hmod
u , vtop, vbot), vtop = vbot, and N

′
top ( V [vtop];459 459

– type-3 ifR = (Hmod
u , vtop) and N

ext
top ( V [vtop];460 460

– type-4 ifR = Hmod
u , where Hmod

u is any model of Hu.461 461

We say that R is optimal if R is type-i for some i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} and there is no type-j representation of Hu for any462 462

j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} with j < i. Finally, we also refer to Hu as type-i.463 463

Definition 11 (Completion of Pu + x contracted from H and contracted model). Let H be a permutation comple-464 464

tion of G. The permutation completion of Pu + x contracted from H is the graph Hu obtained from Pu by adding the465 465

vertex x with neighbourhood NHu
(x) = {vi ∈ Vu | V [vi] ∩NH(x) 6= ∅}.466 466

467 467

A permutation model Hmod
u of Hu can be obtained from any model Hmod of H by preserving one vertex yi for468 468

each child vi of u as follows:469 469

– if V [vi] ∩NH(x) 6= ∅ then choose yi adjacent to x;470 470

– otherwise choose any vertex of V [vi].471 471

The permutation model Hmod
u is called the contracted permutation model of Hu obtained from Hmod.472 472

Lemma 8. Let H be a permutation completion of G+ x and (π1, π2) a permutation model for H .473 473

– If segment x has exactly one endpoint in the parallelogram of vi, then H[V [vi] ∪ {x}] is an external completion474 474

of G[vi] + x.475 475

– If segment x has no endpoint in the parallelogram of vi, then V [vi] is either fully hit (contained in NH(x)) or non476 476

hit (disjoint from NH(x)).477 477

In particular, there are at most two nodes vi, vj of Pu such that the corresponding modules V [vi] and V [vj ] of G are478 478

partially hit in H .479 479

Proof. The lemma is a straightforward consequence of the fact that restricting the model of H to segment x and the480 480

segments of the parallelogram embedding V [vi] yields a model of H[V [vi] ∪ {x}]. In the first case, the model repre-481 481

sents an external completion of G[vi] + x because only one endpoint of segment x is in the parallelogram embedding482 482

V [vi]. In the second case V [vi] is fully hit if segment x crosses the parallelogram vi and non-hit if the two geometric483 483

objects do not intersect. This implies that if vi is partially hit, the parallelogram of vi must contain one endpoint of484 484

segment x. Since the bases of all parallelograms embedding V [vi] are disjoint, it follows that there are at most two485 485

parallelograms containing one endpoint of x. Hence, at most two children of u are partially hit in H . �486 486

487 487

Theorem 2. Let Hu be a minimal permutation completion of Pu + x and let R be an optimal representation of Hu.488 488

The permutation completion H of G[u] + x resulting fromR is minimal.489 489
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Proof. Assume for a contradiction that there exists a permutation completion H ′ of G[u] + x such that H ′ is a strict490 490

subgraph of H . Let H ′u be the permutation completion of Pu + x contracted from H ′ (Definition 11). Since H ′ is491 491

a subgraph of H , H ′u is also a subgraph of Hu (but not necessarily a strict subgraph). Recall that Hu is a minimal492 492

completion for Pu+x, and thereforeH ′u = Hu. As a consequence, for every node vi such that V [vi] is hit inH (hence493 493

vi is adjacent to x in Hu) the set V [vi] is also hit in H ′ (because adjacent to x in H ′u). Consequently, and since H ′ is494 494

a subgraph of H , if the set V [vi] is partially hit in H then it is also partially hit in H ′.495 495

496 496

Let now y be a vertex that is adjacent to x in H but not in H ′. Let vy be the node of Pu such that y ∈ V [vy].497 497

Observe that, by construction, if Hu is type-i for i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, then the node vtop (and vbot if it exists) satisfies that498 498

V [vtop] (and V [vbot] if it exists) is partially hit in H .499 499

Hu is type-1 with optimal representation (Hmod
u , vtop, vbot) and vbot 6= vtop. If vy is not in {vtop, vbot} then there500 500

are three different nodes {vtop, vbot, vy} such that V [vtop], V [vbot] and V [vy] are partially hit in H ′, contradicting501 501

Lemma 8. Now assume w.l.o.g. that vy = vtop. By Lemma 8, in the permutation model ofH ′, segment xmust have an502 502

endpoint in each of the parallelograms of vtop and vbot, because V [vtop] and V [vbot] are partially hit. In particular, this503 503

model restricted to V [vy] ∪ {x} shows that H ′[V [vy] ∪ {x}] is an external completion of G[vy] + x. By construction,504 504

H[V [vy]∪{x}] is an external-minimal completion of G[vy] +x, contradicting the fact that H ′[V [vy]∪{x}] is a strict505 505

subgraph of H[V [vy] ∪ {x}].506 506

Hu is type-2 with optimal representation (Hmod
u , vtop, vbot) and vbot = vtop. If vy 6= vtop, V [vtop] and V [vy] are507 507

partially hit in H ′. Therefore, by Lemma 8, in a permutation model Hmod′ of H ′, segment x has one endpoint in the508 508

parallelogram of vy and the other in the parallelogram of vtop. It follows that in the contracted permutation model509 509

Hmod′

u of H ′u = Hu obtained from Hmod′ (see Definition 11), the segments of vy and vtop have endpoints next to510 510

the endpoints of x. Hence (Hmod′

u , vtop, vy) is a type-1 representation for Hu, contradicting the assumption that Hu is511 511

type-2. If vy = vtop, then H ′[V [vy]∪ {x}] is a strict subgraph of H[V [vy]∪ {x}], contradicting the fact that the latter512 512

is a minimal completion of G[vy] + x.513 513

Hu is type-3 with optimal representation (Hu, vtop). If vy 6= vtop, then, in the completion H ′ both V [vtop] and V [vy]514 514

are partially hit. Therefore, by Lemma 8, in a permutation model Hmod′ of H ′, segment x has one endpoint in the515 515

parallelogram of vy and the other in the parallelogram of vtop. It follows that in the contracted permutation model516 516

Hmod′

u of H ′u = Hu obtained from Hmod′ , the segments of vy and vtop have endpoints next to the endpoints of x.517 517

Hence (Hmod′

u , vtop, vy) is a type-1 representation for Hu, contradicting the fact that Hu is type-3. Assume now that518 518

vy = vtop. Since H ′[V [vy] ∪ {x}] is strictly contained in H[V [vy] ∪ {x}] and H[V [vy] ∪ {x}] is minimal among519 519

all external completions of G[vy] + x, it follows that H ′[V [vy] ∪ {x}] is not an external completion of G[vy] + x.520 520

Therefore, in a permutation modelHmod′ ofH ′, segment x has both endpoints in the parallelogram of vy . Then, in the521 521

contracted permutation modelHmod′

u ofH ′u obtained fromHmod′ , segment x has both endpoints next to the endpoints522 522

of segment vy , so (Hmod′

u , vy, vy) is a type-2 representation for Hu — a contradiction.523 523

Hu is type-4. Recall that V [vy] is partially hit in H ′. By Lemma 8, segment x has an endpoint in the parallelogram of524 524

vy in a model Hmod′ of H ′. Consequently, in the contracted permutation model of H ′u obtained from Hmod′ , segment525 525

vy has an endpoint next to an endpoint of segment x, providing a type-i representation for Hu, i ∈ {1, 2, 3} — a526 526

contradiction. �527 527

528 528

Theorem 3 below is a similar statement for constructing external-minimal completions. In order to state it, we need529 529

the notion of external-optimal representation.530 530

Definition 12 (External representation types and external-optimal representation). LetHu be an external-minimal531 531

permutation completion of Pu+x. For each node vi of Pu, letNext
i be the neighbourhood of x in an external-minimal532 532

completion of G[vi] + x.533 533

534 534

LetR be a representation of Hu. We say thatR is:535 535
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1. external type-1 ifR = (Hmod
u , vtop) and N

ext
top ( V [vtop];536 536

2. external type-2 ifR = Hmod
u , where Hmod

u is any model of Hu.537 537

We say that R is external-optimal if R is external type-1 or external type-2 but not external type-1. Finally, we also538 538

refer to Hu as external type-i.539 539

Theorem 3. Let Hu be an external-minimal permutation completion of Pu + x and let R be an external-optimal540 540

representation ofHu. The permutation completionH ofG[u]+x resulting fromR is an external-minimal permutation541 541

completion of G[u] + x.542 542

Proof. From the definition of the permutation completion resulting from a representation (Definition 9 and Lemma 7),543 543

H is a permutation completion of G[u] + x. Moreover, note that sinceR is an external-optimal representation of Hu,544 544

the permutation model built for H in the proof of Lemma 7 is such that the bottom endpoint of x is leftmost among all545 545

bottom endpoints, which proves that H is an external permutation completion of G[u] + x.546 546

547 547

Assume for a contradiction that the external completionH is not minimal. Then, it strictly contains another external548 548

completion H ′. Consider the contracted permutation completion H ′u of Pu+x obtained from H ′. From Definition 11,549 549

H ′u is an external completion of Pu + x. Moreover, since H ′ is a subgraph of H , then H ′u is a subgraph of Hu. By550 550

minimality of Hu, we have H ′u = Hu. In particular, for any child vi of u in the modular decomposition, V [vi] is hit in551 551

H if and only if it is hit in H ′. Consequently if the set V [vi] is partially hit in H then it is also partially hit in H ′.552 552

As in the proof of Theorem 2, let y be a neighbour of x in H but not in H ′, and let vy be the node of Pu such that553 553

y ∈ V [vy]. Since V [vy] is partially hit in H ′, Lemma 8 implies that segment x has an endpoint in the parallelogram554 554

of vy in any model of H ′. If vtop exists and is different from vy , since vtop is partially hit in H , then it is partially hit555 555

in H ′ and Lemma 8 implies that segment x has an endpoint in the parallelogram of vtop. This contradicts the fact that556 556

there is an external model of H ′. Consider now the case where vtop exists and vtop = vy . Observe that the external557 557

completion H ′[V [vtop]∪ x] of G[vtop] + x is strictly contained in the external-minimal completion H[V [vtop]∪ x] of558 558

G[vtop] + x — a contradiction.559 559

Consequently, vtop does not exist. segment x has an endpoint in the parallelogram of vy in the model of H ′, but560 560

this endpoint cannot be the external one. Recall that the external endpoint of segment x is bottom left. Hence in the561 561

contracted permutation model of H ′u obtained from the one of H ′, segment vy has its top endpoint directly before the562 562

top endpoint of x, next to it (it cannot be after since the two segments intersect). Hence H ′u = Hu has an external563 563

type-1 representation, contradicting the fact that vtop does not exist. �564 564

565 565

4.2 The algorithm566 566

Our Ø(n) time algorithm computing a minimal permutation completion ofG+x proceeds by a bottom-up computation567 567

of two functions for each node u, namely MinIns(u) and MinInsExt(u). The function MinIns(u) computes a568 568

minimal permutation completion of G[u] + x, i.e. it returns the neighbourhood N ′u = N(x) ∩ V [u] of x in this569 569

completion. Similarly, the functionMinInsExt(u) computes an external-minimal permutation completion ofG[u]+570 570

x, i.e. it returns the neighbourhood Next
u of x in such a completion. These functions will only be called on hit nodes,571 571

from bottom to top. Therefore when we treat a node u we can assume that we already have computed the sets N ′v and572 572

Next
v for each hit child v of u in the modular decomposition tree T . The case when u is a (hit) leaf is trivial: both573 573

functions return as neighbourhood of x the vertex of G that labels this leaf. In the remaining of this section we show574 574

how given an internal node u one can determine the type of Hu and an optimal (resp. external-optimal) representation.575 575

Series and parallel nodes. We first deal with the cases when u is either a series or a parallel node of the modular576 576

decomposition, which turn out to be very similar.577 577

Lemma 9. Algorithm 2 correctly outputs a minimal permutation completion of G[u] +x when u is a series or parallel578 578

node of the modular decomposition.579 579
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Algorithm 2: MinIns(u): Computing a minimal completion of G[u] + x for a node u which is series or parallel.
Input: a series or parallel node u of the modular decomposition; for each hit node v of Pu, the sets N ′

v and Next
v

Output: N ′
u the set of neighbours of x in a completion resulting from an optimal representation

1 Let {v1, . . . , vk} denote the children of u;
2 Assume w.l.o.g. that the hit ones are {v1, . . . , vl}, for l ≤ k;
3 Hu ← Pu + x;
4 if ∃ va, vb ∈ {v1, . . . , vl} s.t. va 6= vb and Next

a ( V [va] and Next
b ( V [vb] then

5 i← 1;
6 vtop ← va;
7 vbot ← vb;
8 else if u is parallel and l = 1 and N ′

1 ( V [v1] then
9 i← 2;

10 vtop ← v1;
11 vbot ← v1;
12 else if u is series and l = k and ∃ va ∈ Vu such that N ′

a ( V [va] then
13 i← 2;
14 vtop ← va;
15 vbot ← va;
16 else if ∃ va ∈ Vu such that Next

a ( V [va] then
17 i← 3;
18 vtop ← va;
19 else
20 i← 4;

21 Compute a model Hmod
u of Hu where vtop and vbot (if they exist) are next to x in the top and bottom order respectively;

22 LetR denote the type-i representation of Hu based on Hmod
u , according to the value i defined above (Definition 10);

23 Compute the set N ′
u of neighbours of x in the completion resulting fromR (Definition 9);

24 Return N ′
u;

Proof. First, note that Hu = Pu +x is already a permutation graph. Moreover, the algorithm exactly follows the order580 580

of the mutually exclusive cases of an optimal representation (Definition 10). From Theorem 2, in order to prove that581 581

the algorithm is correct, we just have to check that at each step of the case disjunction of the algorithm, the test which582 582

is performed determines correctly the type which is assigned by the algorithm. At the same time, we also have to show583 583

how to compute a model for Hu such that vtop and vbot are next to x, when they exist.584 584

Type-1. From Definition 10, it is straightforward to see that the conditions of the first test (Line 4) are necessary so585 585

that Hu is type-1. Let us show that they are sufficient, i.e. we can build a model of Hu such that x is next to vtop in586 586

the top order and x is next to vbot in the bottom order. If u is a parallel node (Figure 3 left), place all the hit children587 587

at the beginning of the top order, ranged from the leftmost vbot to the rightmost vtop, and place all the non hit children588 588

on their right. For the bottom order, use exactly the same order on the children of u. Finally, place x at the beginning589 589

of the bottom order and between the hit and non hit children on the top order. In this way, segment x intersects exactly590 590

the segments of hit children of u and x is next to vtop and vbot in the top and bottom order respectively. If u is a series591 591

node (Figure 3 right), we proceed slightly differently. We place all the hit children except vbot at the beginning of the592 592

top order, vtop being placed in the rightmost position among them. Then we place all the non hit children on their593 593

right. Moreover, we place vbot in the rightmost position of the top order. For the bottom order, we use the reversed594 594

order. Finally, we place x immediately on the right of vbot (which is in the leftmost position) on the bottom order and595 595

immediately on the right of vtop on the top order. Again, segment x intersects exactly the segments of hit children of596 596

u. Thus, the test of Line 4 is positive if and only if Hu is type-1, and we can compute a model Hmod
u in this case, as597 597

requested at Line 21.598 598

599 599

Type-2. Assume the conditions of the test at Line 8 (resp. Line 12) are satisfied. In this case, one can build a model600 600

of Hu = Pu + x from any model of Pu by placing x immediately on the left of v1 (resp. va) in the top order and601 601

immediately on the right of v1 (resp. va) in the bottom order. This shows that Hu is type-2.602 602
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Fig. 3. Parallel and series case for MinIns

Now, let us consider the case where Hu is type-2. Since in this case x is by definition next to vtop in both orders of603 603

the permutation model of Hu, it follows that vtop and x have the same neighbourhood in the rest of Hu = Pu + x. If604 604

u is a parallel node, no vertex v ∈ Vu \ {vtop} is adjacent to x in Pu + x, and vtop is therefore the only vertex of Pu605 605

adjacent to x. Hence the conditions of the test at Line 8 are satisfied. If u is a series node, every vertex v ∈ Vu \ {vtop}606 606

is adjacent to x in Pu + x, as well as vtop itself by definition of a representation. Thus the conditions of the test at607 607

Line 12 are satisfied.608 608

609 609

Type-3. It is straightforward to see that if Hu is type-3, then the condition of the test at Line 16 is satisfied. Conversely,610 610

if this condition is satisfied, then withdraw vbot from the model ofHu constructed above n the case whereHu is type-1611 611

(see Figure 3) i. In the present case, this provides a type-3 model. Moreover, since the tests of Lines 4, 8 and 12 have612 612

been all negative, Hu is neither type-1 nor type-2, and it results that Hu is type-3.613 613

614 614

Type-4. The final else case of the algorithm deals with all remaining cases, i.e. where Hu is type-4. Again, withdraw-615 615

ing vtop and vbot from the type-1 model constructed above provides a suitable type-4 model. This ends the proof of616 616

validity of Algorithm 2. �617 617

618 618

The algorithm for function MinInsExt is even simpler. We use the same notations as for MinIns.619 619

Algorithm 3: MinInsExt(u): Computing an external-minimal permutation completion of G[u] + x for a node u
which is series or parallel.

Input: a series or parallel node u of the modular decomposition; for each hit node v of Pu, the set Next
v

Output: Next
u the set of neighbours of x in a completion resulting from an external-optimal representation

1 Let {v1, . . . , vk} denote the children of u;
2 Assume w.l.o.g. that the hit ones are {v1, . . . , vl}, for l ≤ k;
3 Hu ← Pu + x;
4 if ∃ va ∈ {v1, . . . , vl} s.t. Next

a ( V [va] then
5 i← 1;
6 vtop ← va;
7 else
8 i← 2;

9 Compute a model Hmod
u of Hu where vtop (if it exists) is next to x in the top order;

10 LetR denote the external type-i representation of Hu based on Hmod
u , according to the value i defined above

(Definition 12);
11 Compute the set Next

u of neighbours of x in the completion resulting fromR (Definition 9);
12 Return Next

u ;
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Lemma 10. Algorithm 3 correctly outputs the neighbourhood of x in an external-minimal permutation completion of620 620

G[u] + x when u is a series or parallel node of the modular decomposition.621 621

Proof. The proof is very similar to the one of Lemma 9. Observe that Pu + x is already a permutation graph with622 622

an external model (where the bottom endpoint of segment x is the leftmost one). Such an external model is obtained623 623

by withdrawing vbot from the model built in the proof of Lemma 9 in the case where Hu is type-1 (see Figure 3).624 624

This model also shows that if the condition of the test at Line 4 is satisfied, then Hu is an external-optimal type-1625 625

permutation completion. Conversely, it is straightforward to see from Definition 12 that if Hu is external type-1, then626 626

the condition of the test at Line 4 is satisfied. Thus, the algorithm correctly detects the type of Pu + x, and the rest627 627

follows from Theorem 3. �628 628

629 629

Prime nodes Let us say that two permutation models are different if they are not identical apart from left-right of630 630

upside-down flipping operation on the model631 631

Lemma 11 (see also [3]). Let Hu be a minimal permutation completion of Pu + x and Hmod
u a permutation model632 632

for Hu, where u is a prime node of the modular decomposition. There is at most one model of Hu different from Hmod
u633 633

and it can be computed from Hmod
u in O(k) time, where k is the number of nodes of Pu.634 634

Proof. Since Pu is a prime graph, Theorem 4 of [3] implies that Hu has at most one non-trivial module M . Such635 635

a module is either M = Vu (when Vu is uniform in Hu) or of the form M = {x, v} for some node v of Pu. Now636 636

consider the given permutation model (π1, π2) of Hu.637 637

If Vu is a module of Hu, this can be easily detected. If x is not adjacent to the (whole) module, it means that its638 638

segment has endpoints (1, 1) or (k, k) in the model. Assume x is in position (1, 1) (the other case is symmetrical). The639 639

only other possible model is obtained by moving segment x completely to the right, in position (k, k), and shifting all640 640

other segments one slot to the left, from (i, j) to (i− 1, j − 1). If x is adjacent to the (whole) module, its segment can641 641

be in positions (1, k) or (k, 1). Assume w.l.o.g. that x is in position (1, k). Then the only other possibility is to put x642 642

in position (k, 1) and to shift each other segment (i, j) to (i− 1, j + 1). The whole construction can be performed in643 643

O(k) time.644 644

If {x, v} is a module of Hu, this implies that the two segments are embedded in a parallelogram such that no other645 645

segment has an endpoint in this parallelogram. Any other model is obtained by permuting segments x and v. Let (i, j)646 646

be the position of segment x. The only possible cases are that v is in position (i−1, j−1), (i+1, j+1), (i−1, j+1)647 647

or (i+1, j−1). Each of these cases can be detected in constant time, and the shift can be also performed inO(1) time. �648 648

649 649

Algorithm 4: MinIns(u): Computing a minimal completion of G[u] + x for a prime node u.
Input: a prime node u of the modular decomposition; for each hit node v of Pu, the sets N ′

v and Next
v

Output: N ′
u the set of neighbours of x in a completion resulting from an optimal representation

1 Compute a minimal completion Hu of Pu + x as in Section 3 together with a permutation model (π1, π2);
2 Compute, if it exists, the second permutation model (π′

1, π
′
2) from the first one using Lemma 11;

3 Compute the smallest possible type i among the two models, together with a type-i representationR of Hu;
4 Compute the set N ′

u of neighbours of x in the completion resulting fromR (Definition 9);
5 Return N ′

u;

Theorem 4. Algorithm 4 correctly computes the neighbourhood of x in a minimal completion of G[u] + x when u is650 650

a prime node of the modular decomposition.651 651

Proof. The proof is a direct consequence of Theorem 2, applied to the minimal completion Hu. Since there are at652 652

most two different permutation models for Hu (Lemma 11) and since our algorithm tries both of them, it correctly653 653
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computes the representation of Hu. �654 654

655 655

We now give the algorithm computing an external-minimal completion for prime nodes (Algorithm 5).656 656

Algorithm 5: MinInsExt(u): Computing an external-minimal completion of G[u] + x for a prime node u.
Input: a prime node u of the modular decomposition; for each hit node vi of Pu, the set Next

i

Output: Next
u the set of neighbours of x in a completion resulting from an external-optimal representation

1 for each of the four models (π1, π2) of Pu do
2 Let j be the maximum top endpoint of a segment intersecting x in Pu;
3 Let vt be the node corresponding to that segment;
4 Insert x in position (j + 0.5, 0.5);

5 Choose among the four external completions above a minimal one Hu, which additionaly satisfies Next
t ( V [vt] if possible;

6 Denote Hmod
u the external model computed above for Hu;

7 if Next
t ( V [vt] then

8 i← 1;
9 R ← (Hmod

u , vt);
10 else
11 i← 2;
12 R ← Hmod

u ;

13 Compute the set Next
u of neighbours of x in the completion resulting from external type-i representationR, according to

the value i defined above (Definition 9);
14 Return Next

u ;

Theorem 5. Algorithm 5 correctly computes the neighbourhood of x in an external-minimal completion of G[u] + x657 657

when u is a prime node of the modular decomposition.658 658

Proof. By construction, a model for such a completion is obtained from a model (π1, π2) of Pu by inserting x is659 659

position (j + 0.5, 0.5), where j is the rightmost top endpoint among all segments adjacent to x in Pu + x. Hence660 660

we only need to test among the four possibilities (due to upside-down and left-right flippings of the model (π1, π2))661 661

which one produces an external-minimal completion of Pu + x, and whether segment vi with top endpoint j satisfies662 662

Next
i ( V [vi]. In this way we obtain an external-minimal completion Hu of Pu + x together with its type and its663 663

external-optimal representation (Definition 12). It remains to construct Next
u from this representation, as in Defini-664 664

tion 9. �665 665

666 666

4.3 Efficient implementation of the algorithm667 667

Recall that our algorithm computes in a bottom-up manner the sets N ′u (resp. Next
u ), that is the sets of neighbours668 668

of x in a minimal (resp. an external-minimal) completion of G[u] + x. We only need to prove that for each node u,669 669

the corresponding calls to MinIns(u) and MinInsExt(u) can be implemented to run in O(k) time, where k is the670 670

number of children of u. Actually, during a first sweep the algorithm does not explicitly compute such sets N ′u and671 671

Next
u . Instead, it only determines:672 672

– the type of the completion (resp. external completion) Hu of Pu + x,673 673

– the subset NHu
(x) of children of u that are adjacent to x in Hu,674 674

– the children vtop and vbot of u, if they exist, and675 675

– the size of N ′u (resp. Next
u ).676 676
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Since from Definition 9N ′u (resp.Next
u ) is computed as disjoint union of sets previously computed for the children677 677

of u, we can obtain the size of N ′u (resp. Next
u ) by simply adding the sizes of such sets. In other words, we add to |N ′u|678 678

(resp. |Next
u |) value |V [vi]| if vi ∈ NHu

(x) \ {vtop, vbot} and |N ′i | or |Next
i | otherwise.This part clearly takes O(k)679 679

time. The purpose of determining these sizes is that it allows us to perform the tests N ′i ( V [vi] and Next
i ( V [vi] in680 680

constant time.681 681

The key of the complexity of the first sweep of the algorithm (and of its whole execution as well) lays in deter-682 682

mining NHu
(x) and {vtop, vbot} if they exist. Note that all this information can be read easily on a permutation model683 683

Hmod
u ofHu. For the cases where u is series or parallel, our algorithm computes such a model by a basic manipulation684 684

of the set of children of u. As explained above (Algorithms 2 and 3), this can be done in O(k) time. For the case685 685

where u is a prime node, the minimal completion Hu together with its (at most two) models is computed in O(k) time686 686

(Section 3 and Lemma 11). Thus, for every node u of the modular decomposition T having k children, the first sweep687 687

of the algorithm will spend O(k) time on the computation of the information associated to node u. This gives an O(n)688 688

total computation time for the first sweep.689 689

In a second step, we determine for each node u of T different from r which of N ′u, Next
u , V [u] or ∅ is required690 690

for the minimal completion determined at the root. To that aim, using the information computed in the first sweep, we691 691

can perform a top-down search of the modular decomposition tree T starting at its root r.692 692

Note that for the root itself, the set required is always N ′r. In this search, we colour grey the nodes u for which693 693

N ′u or Next
u is required, black the nodes for which V [u] is required and white the nodes for which ∅ is required. This694 694

takes O(|T |) = O(n) time.695 695

Observe that all the descendants of a black node are necessarily black and that all the descendants of a white node696 696

are necessarily white. It follows that the grey nodes form a subtree T grey of T which contains the root r. The set N ′r697 697

of vertices that are neighbours of x in the completion determined at the root is simply the disjoint union of all the698 698

sets V [v] where v is a black node whose parent is grey. For each of these nodes v, we can simply compute V [v] as a699 699

list containing all the leaves of their subtree, which takes O(|Tv|) time. We then build N ′r by appending all the lists700 700

of the black children of the nodes of T grey. In total, this takes O(|T |) = O(n) time, which is also the complexity701 701

of the second step. Therefore the whole algorithm to determine the list of vertices adjacent to x in some minimal702 702

permutation completion of G + x takes O(n) time. Once we have computed this set N ′(x) of neighbours of x in a703 703

minimal completion H of G+ x, we use the algorithm in [3] to transform the modular decomposition of G (including704 704

the quotient graphs of its prime nodes) into the one of H . As the algorithm in [3] runs in O(n) time, this is also the705 705

complexity of one incremental step of our algorithm. Altogether, we obtain the following result.706 706

Theorem 6. A minimal permutation completion of an arbitrary graph on n vertices can be computed in O(n2) time.707 707

5 Conclusion708 708

We gave in this article an O(n2) time algorithm computing a minimal permutation completion of an arbitrary graph709 709

G. Our approach is incremental: we take vertices one by one, in some order (x1, . . . , xn), and at step i we compute a710 710

minimal permutation completionHi ofGi = G[{x1, . . . , xi}] from a minimal permutation completionHi−1 ofGi−1,711 711

adding only fill edges incident to xi. Each step is performed in O(n) time thanks to the modular decomposition of712 712

Hi−1. Once we have computed the set of fill edges we need to update the modular decomposition ofHi−1 into the one713 713

of Hi, which is done using the algorithm of [3]. A natural question is whether we could perform the whole step faster714 714

than Θ(n), e.g., in a running time depending on the degree of xi in G, or in Hi. There are examples (see [3]) showing715 715

that when we go from Hi−1 to Hi, the structure of the modular decomposition may differ a lot, even if x is of small716 716

degree. Therefore, improving the overall O(n2) complexity of our algorithm for minimal permutation completions717 717

probably requires a different approach than the incremental one based on an arbitrary vertex ordering.718 718
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